
A sermon is a speech that talks about an important 
lesson of the Bible, a key belief of Christianity, or 
a moral truth. Priests and ministers still give these 
moving orations during practically every church 
service, but it was of course Jesus who delivered 
the sermons that helped form the foundation of the 
Christian faith. Church stained glass windows for 
sale that focus on the sermons of Christ often show 
Him standing in front of a crowd gathered to hear 
the Savior speak. Although it’s obviously impossible to 
tell from these Christian stained glass windows what 
Christ is saying, the postures and facial expressions of 
the people in many of these works clearly show they 
are listening with rapt attention to every word. These 
windows for the soul illustrate that many of the truths 
in the Bible weren’t delivered second hand, but by Jesus 
Christ Himself.

While many lessons shared by Jesus appear 

in the Bible, Christ’s Sermon on the Mount 

is undoubtedly the most well-known of all 

His speeches. Described in chapters 5, 6, and 

7 of the Gospel of Matthew, the sermon is 

a comprehensive overview of Christ’s most 

important teachings, lessons, and philosophies. 

It is the longest of all the spoken teachings of 

Christ that are part of the New Testament.
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Some of the issues Jesus addressed during His Sermon on the Mount were murder, 

divorce, adultery, taking oaths, giving to those in need, and the folly of standing in 

judgment of others. The Beatitudes were also delivered at this time. Among the most 

well known of these is: “Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.” Finally, the 

Lord’s Prayer–which is still recited today in Christian places of worship–was shared 

with the followers of Jesus.

Just one glimpse of a work of Catholic stained glass showing Jesus delivering His 

famous sermon may be enough to remind church attendees of the fundamental 

truths spoken on the Mount. This is just one example of how faceted glass can be an 

educational tool as well as a source of lasting beauty and pride.

•  Church stained glass windows, pulpit fronts, illuminated water walls, baptismal 

fonts, and more

•  All selections in our stained glass gallery can be produced in the size, shape, and 

color scheme you want

•  Add Biblical text to art glass windows to make them even more poignant

•  Incorporate the names of parish members who donated the funds necessary to 

purchase church stained glass windows

Discover the painterly detail and impressive variety of Sermons stained glass images 

by visiting our site!

The Story of the Sermons of Jesus continued
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